Department of Commerce, Community,
and Economic Development
ALCOHOL & MARIJUANA CONTROL OFFICE

550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1600
Anchorage, AK 99501
Main: 907.269.0350

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Marijuana Control Board

DATE:

October 16, 2018

FROM:

Erika McConnell, Director

RE:

Civil Fines Requested relating to
Absolutely Chronic Delivery
Company

The attached memo from Investigator Hamilton provides a brief history of the Absolutely Chronic
Delivery Company (ACDC).
Michael Crites, the original owner of ACDC, was charged in 2015 with five counts of misconduct
involving a controlled substance in the third degree—a class C felony. Although the CourtView
records are not easy to read in the attachment, you can see that the case against Mr. Crites has
dragged on for three years and counting.
Currently, Absolutely Chronic Delivery Company LLC is shown in the Division of Corporations,
Business, and Professional Licensing as being owned by Grant Memmott, Anthony Bradford, and
Jeffrey Toole. A current business license for Absolutely Chronic Delivery Company is owned by
Sierra Crites and Zachary Crites. Sierra Crites is the 19 year old daughter and Zachary Crites is the
16 year old son of Michael Crites.
ACDC claims it provides free marijuana for a donation and a delivery fee. As noted in Investigator
Bankowski’s memo, a price was given by the phone operator when the CI indicated what strain they
wished to purchase. Even if a lesser amount is accepted, marijuana is being exchanged for money,
which is the common understanding of sale of marijuana. AS 17.38 requires a license issued by the
board in order to sell marijuana. No license application has been initiated by Michael Crites, ACDC,
Grant Memmott, Anthony Bradford, or Jeffrey Toole.
ACDC has continued to operate despite the charges filed against Mr. Crites. AMCO has heard many
anecdotes of ACDC drivers accosting customers in the parking lots of marijuana retail stores to
encourage them to buy from ACDC. ACDC maintains a web presence and often advertises in local
publications such as the Anchorage Press. This summer, ACDC began to advertise via a sign in a
truck that drives around Anchorage.
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The board has instructed AMCO on more than one occasion to include enforcement against
unlicensed marijuana businesses in its enforcement work. Investigator Hamilton’s memo documents
three undercover buys from ACDC done by the Anchorage Police Department towards the end of
2017. AMCO performed three undercover buys from ACDC this past summer documented in
Investigator Bankowski’s memo. Of those five buys, we were able to identify three individuals
working for ACDC who sold marijuana to either the Anchorage Police or to AMCO’s confidential
informant (CI).
I request that the board impose a civil fine of $10,000 each on the following individuals who
work or worked for ACDC by selling marijuana to APD/AMCO:
• Zonaida Rodriguez, who sold marijuana to an APD officer on October 5, 2017;
• Steven Timblin, who sold marijuana to an APD officer on December 14, 2017; and
• Benjamin Jerold Lawson, who sold marijuana to an AMCO CI on July 25, 2018, and
on August 20, 2018;
These fines are in accordance with 3 AAC 306.840(a), for violating AS 17.38.070(a) by selling
marijuana without a current, valid registration (license).
I request that the board impose a civil fine of $300,000 on Absolutely Chronic Delivery
Company LLC, owned by Grant Memmott, Anthony Bradford, and Jeffrey Toole, in
accordance with 3 AAC 306.840(a), for violating AS 17.38.070(a) by selling marijuana without
a current, valid registration (license).
I request that the board revoke the handler permit issued to Anthony Bradford (#11980) in
accordance with 3 AAC 306.812 for selling marijuana without a license.
Attached:

Investigator Hamilton Memo
CourtView re Michael Crites
Investigator Bankowski Memo
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MEMORANDUM
TO: Erika McConnell, Director
CC: James Hoelscher, Special Investigator II
FROM: Joe Bankowski, Special Investigator I

DATE: Sept 18, 2018
RE: Absolutely Chronic Delivery Company

In July 2018 AMCO Enforcement began an investigation into the continued operation of Absolutely Chronic Delivery
Company (ACDC) in Anchorage, Eagle River and the Matanuska-Susitna Valley. AMCO utilized a confidential
informant (herein referred to as CI-18) to conduct a series of purchases from ACDC.
On 07/12/18 at approximately 1307 hours, CI-18 called ACDC in an attempt to order marijuana. CI-18 reached a prerecorded message which stated the following:
“What is up Alaska? You have reached Absolutely Chronic Delivery Company, your local agricultural co-op
community bringing you a menu of freshness daily. We are a cash only donation service, open 7 days a week 10:00
AM to 8:00 PM. You must be 21 years of age or older to order. We are currently serving Anchorage and run to the
valley twice a day at 2:00 PM and 7:00 PM. Press 1 now to hear our menu of awesomeness. If you’re having trouble
reaching us please call back and try pressing 2.”
“Good day Anchorage it’s Thursday, July 12th and here’s the menu of goodness as follows: At 40 Black Devil. At 45
Monk. And at 50 we have the choices of Skywalker, (inaudible), Alice in Wonderland, White Devil, Jelly Bean, Fruit
Roll-up, Tangerine and Matanuska Thunderfuck OG. We also have Strawberry Banana shatter, wax or crumble.
Please press 1 or 2 now to speak with an operator.”
CI-18 then reached a male operator and provided him with their name, phone number and requested delivery
location. CI-18 indicated that he wanted the delivery to be made at the Barnes & Noble on Northern Lights Blvd.
The operator said deliveries are running about an hour and fifteen minutes out.
The operator asked CI-18 what he would like off the menu and he ordered the “Skywalker”. The operator then
stated that was the best thing rolling in this state and it would be “Fifty, a $10.00 deliver fee, makes a total of a
$60.00 gift. Are you good with that?” CI-18 responded that he was good with that. The operator again advised they
were running an hour and 15 minutes out but he would receive a 15 minute courtesy call prior to delivery.
CI-18 was instructed to travel to the Barnes and Noble parking lot to receive the delivery. Investigator Rukes and I
were to position ourselves in the parking lot to observe the delivery. While enroute to the location CI-18 informed
us that he received the courtesy call and the driver was already arriving at the parking lot in a green Subaru.
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At about 1350 hours Investigator Rukes and I arrived in the area before CI-18 and located a green Subaru bearing AK
lic# JGX587 in the west end of the parking lot. We informed CI-18 of the location. At 1357 hours an unidentified
white male adult with a “man bun” hairstyle steps outside of the vehicle and briefly opens the trunk and looks inside
before closing it. At this time CI-18 arrived in the parking lot and pulled in next to the Subaru. The male subject
opens the driver’s side door and retrieves a small bag and walks over to CI-18’s vehicle. He passes the bag to CI-18
and remains there for a few seconds to exchange money and then walks away. He returns to his vehicle and CI-18
then drives away.
We instructed CI-18 to meet us in a nearby parking lot where we took possession of a sealed small brown paper bag.
The bag had a receipt taped to the front which had CI-18’s name, phone number and delivery location on the top.
Below was the product information which listed (1) Skywalker at “50.00” and a “DF” Delivery Fee at 10.00 for a total
of 60.00. A receipt tracking number of 1291-18 was stamped in red on the bottom.
CI-18 said that the delivery driver did not ask to see ID and made no attempt to verify that CI-18 was over 21 years
of age.
The bag contained the following items;
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

one sealed blue pill bottle with 3.78g of “Skywalker” marijuana ,
one ACDC business card with a dime bag of .42g “Tangerine” marijuana stapled to it
one small ACDC flyer
one Hershey Kiss

Both items of marijuana field tested presumptive positive for the presence of THC. The marijuana was sent to the
State of Alaska crime lab to confirm the presence of THC.
An APSIN check showed the vehicle was registered to a female named Lillian Henrici. The identity of the male driver
remains unknown at this time.
On 07/25/18 at approximately 1315 hours, CI-18 placed a call to ACDC in another attempt to order marijuana. The
same recorded introductory message was reached again followed by the daily menu for 7/25, which was presented
in the same manner as the previous call.
CI-18 reached a male operator and again provided him with their name, phone number and requested delivery
location. CI-18 requested the delivery to be made in parking lot of Romig Middle School at 2500 Minnesota Drive.
CI-18 then ordered “Cotton Candy” which was advertised at “50”. The operator confirmed this would be $50 with a
$10 delivery fee for a total gift of $60. The operator said it would be about an hour and fifteen minutes for delivery
but it could be sooner and there would receive a 15 minute courtesy call.
At about 1325 hours, Investigator Rukes and I left for Romig Middle School, followed by CI-18. As we were leaving
CI-18 informed us that they had just received the courtesy call and the delivery driver was almost to the location and
was driving a blue Monte Carlo.
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At about 1337 hours Investigator Rukes and I arrived at the Romig Middle School parking lot and saw a blue Monte
Carlo bearing AK lic# GWR696 parked in the south side of the parking lot. We positioned ourselves in the north end
of the parking lot to observe the transaction.
A few minutes later CI-18 arrived in the area and pulled in next to the Monte Carlo. An unidentified male driver got
out of the Monte Carlo and walked over to the driver’s side of CI-18’s vehicle. CI-18 handed the driver money in
exchange for a brown paper bag and then walked away.
CI-18 was instructed to meet us in a nearby parking lot where we took possession of the paper bag. The bag was
identical to the previous order with a receipt taped to the front of the sealed bag. The receipt contained all of the
same identifying information with the “cotton candy” listed for $50 and the delivery fee of $10 for a total order cost
of $60.
CI-18 said that the delivery driver did not ask to see ID and made no attempt to verify that CI-18 was over 21 years
of age.
The bag contained the following items;
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

one sealed blue pill bottle with 3.76g of “cotton candy” of marijuana,
one ACDC business card with a dime bag of .40g of “NY SD” marijuana stapled to it
one small ACDC flyer
one Hershey Kiss

Both items of marijuana field tested presumptive positive for the presence of THC.
An APSIN check showed the vehicle is registered to Benjamin Jerold Lawson or Dianna Lynn Lawson. CI-18 was able
to positively identify Benjamin Lawson through social media as the delivery driver.
On 08/20/18 at about 1157 hours, CI-18 and I traveled to Carrs at 1650 W Northern Lights Boulevard. CI-18 placed a
call to ACDC and reached the same recorded introductory message followed by the daily menu for 8/20, which was
presented in the same manner as the previous call.
CI-18 reached a male operator providing him with their name, phone number and requested delivery location. CI-18
requested the delivery to be made in parking lot of Carrs at 1650 W Northern Lights Blvd. CI-18 ordered the
“strawberry banana sherbert crumble” concentrate at “60” and the “blueberry” marijuana at “45”. The operator
confirmed this would be $60 and $45 plus a $10 delivery fee for a total gift of $115. The operator said it would be
about an hour and fifteen minutes for delivery but it could be sooner and there would receive a 15 minute courtesy
call.
CI-18 positioned their vehicle in the east end of the parking lot away from my vehicle. At about 1247 hours, a blue
Monte Carlo bearing AK lic# GWR696 pulled in front of CI-18’s vehicle. This was the same vehicle that was used in
the delivery of marijuana on 7/25/18. The unidentified male driver exited the vehicle and walked to the driver’s side
of CI-18’s vehicle where they exchanged money for a brown paper bag. The driver returned to his vehicle and left
the area.
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I met CI-18 at a nearby parking lot and took possession of the bag. The bag was identical to the previous orders with
a receipt taped to the front of the sealed bag. The receipt contained all of the same identifying information with the
“SBB” listed for $60, the “blueberry” listed for $45 and the delivery fee of $10 for a total order cost of $115.
CI-18 said that the delivery driver was the same male from the previous delivery and again did not ask to see ID or
make any attempt to verify that CI-18 was over 21 years of age.
CI-18 again identified Benjamin Lawson as the delivery driver.
The bag contained the following items;
(1) one sealed blue pill bottle with 3.76g of “blueberry” marijuana,
(2) one sealed clear pill bottle with a red silicone case of .96g of “strawberry banana sherbert crumble”
marijuana concentrate.
(3) one ACDC business card with a dime bag of .81g of “black devil” marijuana stapled to it
(4) one small ACDC flyer
(5) one Hershey Kiss
Both items of marijuana field tested presumptive positive for the presence of THC.
As of 9/18/18 the active business license associated with Absolutely Chronic Delivery Company is license number
1060353. This is a partnership formed on 9/29/17 with the owners listed as Zachary and Sierra Crites who are the
children of Michael Crites. The business license owned by ACDC founder Michael Crites expired on 12/31/17, likely
as a result of an ongoing criminal case into the business.
There is also a limited liability corporation known as Absolutely Chronic Delivery Company LLC (entity #10065462)
that was formed on 07/27/17 that is currently in non-compliant status. The officials of this LLC are Anthony
Bradford, Grant Memmott and Jeffrey Toole. All are presumed to be current or historical associates of Michael
Crites.
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